
Writing Away Retreats

	 www.writingawayretreats.com

Writing Away Retreats is a chance to get away with your muse in 
a luxurious setting.  We provide maximum feedback with minimal  

interruption.  

DETAILS
Dates: October 13-17th, 2011

Location: Breckenridge, CO 

Cost: $1800.00/person 

$2400.00/couple 

Shared Room: $1,200.00/person 
Bunk Room: $900.00/person   

Total cost includes: MS consults up to 10K words with one agent, three 
editors and a NYT Bestselling author, Gourmet Food, Lodging, Long-sleeve 
T-shirt, Evening Q&A Sessions, Query Writing Masterclasses, Writing Time, 

Intimate Atmosphere, Private or Shared Bedroom and Bathroom.  

PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE, APPLY ONLINE TODAY

"I will be forever grateful for this retreat. As a new writer tackling the most ambitious project I 
could dream up, this was an invaluable opportunity to get some great feedback early on from 
people in the "know" with respect to writing. Even better was all of the enthusiasm and 
intelligent conversations, so thank you! You are definitely giving back to the world."

~Todd Chaney
Writer Attendee for May 2009

"What a brilliant concept you have in "writing away retreats." The good food combined with 
the warm and nurturing atmosphere made this the ideal escape for writers. My retreat has 
been a mind-opening experience. The community of like minded individuals combined with 
an excellent quality of life and your incredible generosity of spirit has pampered and renewed 
me. “

~Audrey Harris
Senior Publicist for Harper Collins October 13-17, 2011
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This is NOT your average writing conference.  No boring hotel 
rooms, cardboard food or barfly activities.  Fresh, organic meals 
prepared three times a day and even brought to your room upon 
request.  Beautiful rooms and bathrooms, 32 jet hot-tub and  MS 
consultations with the very best experts in the literary industry.  A 
small highly selective staff handpicks ten to twelve writers for an 
intimate and gifted group of attendees for every retreat.  Apply 
now!  

Sample Menu Items

 
• Panini Grilled Peanut Butter and Jelly
• Asparagus and Feta Risotto served with Lamb Roast and Spinach Salad
• Golden Carrot and Ginger soup with Saffron
• Southern Style Grits with fried Ham Steaks 
• Black and Blue Bison Burgers
• Roast Beef Open Faced Flat Bread Melts with Grilled peppers and sweet 

Horseradish sauce
• Spinach and Leek Bisque
• Chunky beet and sweet potato salad with honey goat cheese and Almonds
• Tomato Basil Fettucini with Fresh Vodka Fire Sauce
• Oat Bran Pancakes with Fresh, Warm, Fruit Compote

****Menu is subject to change due to individual dietary needs.  All Allergies will be 
adhered to.****

There isn't anything out there for writers like this. Cicily’s respectful of adult 
intelligence and has created a huge opportunity for writers when presenting them 

with this time with an agent, editor and author.  This is unprecedented. Where 
else can a writer do everything they need to and want to do to improve their 

career? The food alone was worth the admission and everyone around just kept 
saying they couldn't believe they were there. ~Doug Crandell, May, 2009 Staff

Food 

Manuscript Consultation Services

LODGING

Food: Gourmet Food 
Prepared 3/day.  
Included with price

• Vegetarian/Vegan Meals upon 
request

• Gourmet snacks provided 
throughout day 

• Alcoholic, non-alcoholic and water 
bottles included with cost. 

Lodging
All Rooms are Private with Bathrooms. 
Luxurious Linens, Private Balconies, 
Mountain Scenery in EVERY ROOM!

• Suites are at a premium and can be 
purchased for an extra charge. 
Once accepted to retreat, this will 
be offered if available at time of 
registration.  

• Hot tub, spacious hiking space, 
nooks for writing, beautiful scenery 
everywhere!

MS Consultation
3 Editors, 1 Agent and 1 Author 
Consultations

• Up to 10K words per staff member 
included in price for a total of 50K

• Gain invaluable insight as to what 
you need to do to get ahead in your 
career by the very best in the 
industry

Need another reason to go? 
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A refugee from the world of politics, Scott Hoffman is one of the 
founding partners of Folio Literary Management, LLC. Prior to 
starting Folio, Scott was at PMA Literary & Film Management, Inc. 
My current list is about half fiction and half nonfiction. My fiction is 
about half literary, and half commercial (chick lit? Sure - if it's smart 
and fresh, and has a strong voice.) Nonfiction is spread out among 
serious journalistic or academic nonfiction, narrative nonfiction, and 
quirkier pop-culture books. If your project doesn't fit one of the 
"established" categories, I'm probably your guy - I love projects that 
can't be easily classified.

Literary Agent: Scott Hoffman

Author: David Corbett

October 13-17th, 2011 Staff
Editor: Kevin Doughten

Penguin/Viking Books

Editor: Anica Rissi
Simon and Schuster

Anica Mrose Rissi is the Executive Editor at Simon Pulse, a YA imprint 
of Simon & Schuster. She looks for edgy, voice-driven fiction; 
unexpected or dark humor; smart writing; and characters that she can’t 
get out of her head. Anica especially enjoys launching and building the 
careers of debut novelists. Her list includes New York Times bestselling 
authors Jessica Verday and Orson Scott Card, two-time RITA finalist 
Lauren Strasnick, and Eileen Cook, Terra Elan McVoy, Amy Reed, 
Albert Borris, Nina Malkin, Elana Johnson, Leila Sales, Carolee Dean, 
and Hannah Moskowitz.
 

Kevin Doughten is an editor at Viking Penguin specializing in non-
fiction. He has worked with a range of authors, including Barack 
Obama campaign manager David Plouffe, Malcolm X biographer 
Manning Marable, and bestselling authors Jimmy Breslin, Robert Lacey 
and Rafe Esquith. He enjoys working with writers of all stripes 
including memoirists, essayists, jounalists, and has a particular interest 
in 20th-century history, the arts, and outsider stories.

David Corbett is a recovering Catholic/ex-PI/former bar-band gypsy 
and—lest we forget—a novelist, poet and screenwriter. Nominated for 
virtually every major prize in crime-writing, he would hate to ruin 
things by actually winning one, though having a New York Times 
Notable Book and a story in Best American Mystery Stories is kinda 
sweet. He has four novels under his belt (which frees up room on his 
bookshelf)—the most recent being 2010's Do They Know I'm 
Running? ("a hard-hitting epic"—Publishers Weekly)—and routinely 
gets compared to Graham Greene, Robert Stone, Dashiell Hammett 
and Telly Savalas. Feel daring? Go to: www.davidcorbett.com 

After six years at Thomas Dunne Books, I’ve acquired nearly every 
type of fiction—and while I seek primarily women’s lit, I am always on 
the hunt for genuine narrators, or quirky plots, or cry-into-a-glass-of-
wine tearjerkers.  Recently I’ve had the privilege of working with New 
York Times bestseller, Sharyn McCrumb and two amazing debut novels 
that put new writers on the map—Fireworks Over Toccoa by Jeffrey 
Stepakoff, and Whistlin’ Dixie in a Nor’easter by Lisa Patton—doing 
so, reminded me of the great joys of book publishing. My women’s 
fiction acquisitions range from the commercial to the literary, and all 
points in between—including crossovers into mystery and romance 
genres.  I’ve recently published non-fiction titles ranging from the 
memoir of an organic blueberry farmer, to a savory travel-cookbook set 
in Umbria.  In short, I’m eagerly seeking voices that have me at page 
one and can keep my attention while running on the treadmill or 
inspire me to test out a new recipe.

Editor: Katie Gilligan
Thomas Dunne Books
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Random House Author Cicily Janus has conducted over four hundred interviews within the arts and entertainment industry.  As an insider, 
sheʼs worked with Grammy Award Winning Artists such as George Benson, Diane Schuur, Arturo Sandoval, Marcus Miller, Wynton 
Marsalis, Umphreyʼs McGee, the director of the Thelonious Monk Institute among others. Other interviews sheʼs conducted include Film 
Director Michael Gibson, high-profile authors such as Patricia Wood, Ellen Hopkins, Matt Marinovich, Jennifer McMahon, and Doug 
Crandell and National Geographicʼs Eco-Ambassador, Chris Jordan. She is also an intern with one of New York Cityʼs most successful 
literary agencies, Folio Literary Management. Her work has also been featured in Huffington Post, All About Jazz, Westword/Village Voice, 
and the UKʼs Aesthetica Magazine as well as over two dozen literary journals both in print and online. 

Her first book, The New Face of Jazz, (Random House, July 2010) is an oral history that highlights the voices of over 225 artists around 
the country. Providing an intimate look into their lives and thoughts, The New Face of Jazz has been hailed by Pulitzer Prize winning 
author and musician Wynton Marsalis as “...one of the most important books written on jazz to date, if not ever.”   Cicily is represented by 
Gary Heidt of Fine Print Literary Agency. 

Your Host and Author: 
Cicily Janus 

I know what it’s like to be where you’re at...the first book, the first sale, the first of many successes happened for me but only a!er 
years of hard work and the right contacts within the industry. Establishing yourself as a writer and gaining the respect of the 

industry professionals you need to know is difficult at best... Finding time in your life to ensure that this happens for you is even 
more difficult, especia%y in this economy...

This is where I come in. 

Nourishing careers in the arts is what I do best. I invite you to come aboard to experience a boost in not only your career but also 
your spirit. While at Writing Away Retreats you’% be taken care of  in every way.  I can promise that this wi% be an experience 

you won’t ever forget. Take this year to make an investment in your mind, body, career and spirit. 


